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DEAR TEACHER,
GOWYLD.NET PROVIDES FREE LIBRARY RESOURCES
THAT INTEGRATE WITH CANVAS LMS. NOW YOU KNOW.

Questions? Contact Paige Bredenkamp at paige.bredenkamp@wyo.gov or (307) 777-6331.
Some WSL resources are made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services.
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VISION
WEA envisions a society where education is seamless, respected, and
highly valued.
MISSION
As a unified voice, WEA engages, educates, and empowers our
members to advance high-quality public education for all.
CONTACT
Cheyenne 800-442-2395 | Casper 800-464-6419
Rock Springs 800-660-6771 | Lander 800-464-6412
wyoea.org
If you have changes or updates to your contact or account information
please contact WEA Membership Specialist, Linda Bottom
at 800-442-2395 ext 102 or lbottom@wyoea.org.
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FROM THE
DESK OF
PRESIDENT
HUTCHERSON
Unprecedented, and almost unimaginable, COVID-19
has complicated nearly every aspect of our lives.
Work, school, family life, and free-time all look almost
unrecognizably different than they did just months
ago. 2020 has been a trying year. As of this writing,
more than 200,000 Americans have lost their lives to
COVID-19, and the United States is bracing for the
chilling reality that with winter, we will usher in the
flu season, which will further threaten our most
vulnerable populations in tandem with COVID-19.
Through it all, Wyoming educators persevere. From
the teacher screening students with temperature and
symptom checks long before the first bell rings, to the
custodians doing deep-cleaning and sanitizing in
addition to their normal duties, to the educators
tirelessly working to prepare concurrent virtual
learning materials—in effect doubling or even tripling
a bearable workload—I’m amazed by and proud of
our dedicated Wyoming education employees.
I am both honored and humbled to be serving as your
president. As your president, I want you to know: your
Association is here for you. I want you to know that
though normalcy remains out of reach, I have faith in
the innovation and dedication of Wyoming educators.
As faculty, ESP, and staff, you are helping Wyoming’s
youth to navigate this new normal. You are caring for
their educational needs, but also their safety and their
social and emotional needs.

In this issue of WEA News, you will find stories of
educators using these uncertain times as inspiration
to craft unique teaching assignments, you will find
stories of educators advocating for the safety of
themselves and their students, and you will find a
group of brave, committed individuals coming
together as our Association to advocate for the
physical health and wellbeing of our students, and
the fiscal health and wellbeing of our state.
Please: stay the course. Do what you can to care for
yourself, even as you’re caring for so many others.
COVID-19 laid bare the incredible extent to which
our society relies on the services provided by
education employees. School, education, and
education employees are critical to our state, society,
and future. Continue your great work knowing that
your Association, your community, and your students
value and appreciate you. You inspire us. We are
thankful for you.
Use our gratitude as fuel for the tough months that
remain ahead and know: We’ll get through this
together, and we’ll be stronger for it. If you have ideas
about how your Association can best serve your
needs during these difficult times, please don’t
hesitate to reach out to me. Even if I can just be a
friend and lend a listening ear, please don’t hesitate
to call or email me anytime.
Thank you for all that you do. Thank you for being
adaptable, hard-working, selfless, and kind. Because
of you, I am so very proud to be a part of the
education community. Because of you, I am proud to
be a part of the WEA. We are the WEA.
Sincerely,

Grady Hutcherson
President, WEA
ghutcherson@wyoea.org
(307) 532-1731
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EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
Wyoming's Regressive Tax Structure is Hurting Education
Ron Sniffin
This type of tax structure encourages wealth
Executive Director, WEA
inequality and, as was found by REMI’s analysis,
rsniffin@wyoea.org
makes the state’s economy conducive to adding only
low-paying jobs. This is in large part because
(307)214-3389
Wyoming is at a critical juncture. Amid a pandemic,
the state faces perhaps its worst “bust” in history. The
Cowboy State has long been prone to a boom and
bust cycle, largely due to our dependence on the
extraction industry.
Wyoming education has been the envy of the nation.
In large part, this is due to our well-funded schools,
which can be credited largely to the extraction
industry. While the Wyoming constitution requires a
high-quality education for every Wyoming student, it
has been the extraction industry that has helped us
meet that mandate. Will this industry rebound once
again and save our state’s economy? At the moment,
the prospect looks grim.
Once again, we hear the cry to “diversify the
economy.” Ironically, a Regional Economic Models,
Inc. (REMI) report commissioned by the Legislature
in 2016 highlights that economic diversification
would only deepen the state’s fiscal crisis under
Wyoming’s current tax structure. With additional
positions would come an additional use of services
and infrastructure. The cost of providing and
maintaining more services and infrastructure would
outpace additional revenue generated by economic
diversification, under our existing tax structure.
Wyoming relies on sales and use tax, investment
income, and severance tax for most of its revenue. In
multiple studies conducted by the Institute on
Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP), Wyoming’s
tax structure was found to be one of the 10th most
regressive in America.

Wyoming does not have a state income tax. Sales and
use tax is regressive because it increases the amount
of money spent on necessities like food and other
essential household goods by low-income families.
Wealthy citizens can save or invest, sheltering income
from taxation, while low-income and middle-class
Wyoming families bear the lion’s share of the sales
and use tax burden.

For these reasons, it is apparent that it is the
responsibility of the Legislature to address the state’s
regressive tax structure. Then, and only then, can the
Legislature move to diversify Wyoming’s economy. It
is important to note that economic diversification
does not mean the exclusion or termination of
extraction industries as vital components to the
state’s economy. The Wyoming Education
Association recognizes the massive contribution to
education made by extraction industry businesses
operating in the state of Wyoming. They will remain
a significant contributor to our economy. Economic
diversification simply means a larger economic pie
with new sectors that will contribute to the work
opportunity and income opportunity for Wyoming’s
citizens and the children of Wyoming.
Take the first step to remedy our ineffective tax
structure and make a difference for Wyoming
students by becoming an informed, engaged voter.
Reference the WEA Political Action for Education
(WEA-PACE) candidate endorsements on page 13 to
guide you in your decision-making at the polls.
In gratitude,

Ron Sniffin
Executive Director, WEA
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CAPTURING MOMENTS

PHOTOS TAKEN
DURING COVID-19
SCHOOL CLOSURES
When a dangerous new
contagion forced school
buildings to close, CTE teacher
and Journalism Advisor at Cody
High School, Erika Quick,
encouraged students to use
their lives as inspiration for a
unique photography
assignment.
AE
Erika Quick recalls venturing into her classroom on a
Sunday night in March to pick up cameras for her
students, preparing to teach her classes remotely in the
wake of school building closures mandated to stem the
spread of COVID-19.
In so many ways the coronavirus has had a profoundly
negative impact on learning. But for Erika’s students
there was a bright side. “We were so isolated with this
whole experience and we were not always able to
connect with our students,” said Quick. “But, through
this I was able to connect with them and I was able to
see what they were experiencing.”

AE
In so many classrooms the forced switch to virtual
learning was a harbinger of frustration—an
insurmountable obstacle that left some students
feeling disheartened and disengaged in learning. But,
in Quick’s class, adapting was almost easy. “We’re so
lucky we live in such a connected world with
technology,” said Quick. “I was more flexible as a
teacher and my students were able to explore things
that we never would have done typically. That’s kind of
a beautiful thing because it made our program more
diverse and I don’t think it would have happened as
organically if not for COVID-19.”

Photos courtesy of students Jazlyn Walteri (JW), Anesa Etter (AE), and EmRee Johnston (EJ).
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Persevering through a Pandemic

Fifth-grade teacher and career-long WEA member Gwen Walsh shares with WEA News what's
changed in her classroom and how she's adapting to best serve students in the COVID-19 era.
“As teachers, we really know our students after
the holiday break, and we really start moving
students academically at that time. But that’s
right when we lost them last year, so we’re
making up that lost ground, now.”

Ask Gwen Walsh about synchronous learning,
and she’ll hesitantly admit that the experience is
not without its challenges. “It is more work,”
Gwen laughs. “It’s a lot more work.” This year,
Gwen is teaching about one-third of her 22
students virtually. “What I’m teaching hasn’t
changed,” Gwen told WEA News, “but how I’m
teaching it certainly has.”
A fifth-grade teacher at Trail Elementary school,
Gwen is a longtime educator, tackling some
first-time challenges. “We lost so much
instructional time last year,” she said.

When asked about her strategy for coping
gracefully with the changes and challenges
brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic,
Gwen says, “You need to have a buddy to lean
on. My team has been very helpful. The other
teachers are supporting me, and we’re in this
together.” I also remember the same thing that I
teach my students: We learn from our mistakes.
We have to have that try again attitude and
accept that mistakes are OK.”
Gwen also shared with WEA News that in these
trying times, a little acknowledgment goes a long
way toward motivating not only students but
educators, as well. “As educators, we need to
hear that we’re doing a good job,” she said.
“When you notice that your friend or colleague
is doing a good job, be sure to recognize that.”

HELP NEA

TRACK COVID-19 CASES

Did you know that NEA is now maintaining a centralized
database of confirmed COVID-19 cases amongst students and
staff? No personal information is released, and because NEA
verifies each case, there's no risk of duplicating reports. If you,
or a colleague, tests positive for COVID-19, please consider
adding this information to the database. Identities of COVID-19
positive cases, as well as identities of those submitting reports,
are kept confidential. Accurate case counts of school employees
could prove invaluable in making decisions about in-person
versus virtual learning, as we continue to progress through the
pandemic.

Report cases at bit.ly/reportcovidwea
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DRIVE

UP

SIGN

UP

Locals across the state are getting creative in their work to organize and
strengthen the Association. The Albany County Education Association and
the Carbon One Educators' Association held Drive Up Sign Up recruiting
events to spark continued interest in the Association and keep members
and potential members safe.

Above: Reviewing membership documents in
Laramie, with the Albany County Education
Association.

Above: Southeast Region President and ACEA
Co-President, Mariah Learned (left) with
ACEA member, Ami Cass.

Above: Thumbs up from COEA Co-President
Andrew Salzman.

Below: ACEA members at the Drive Up Sign
Up event in Laramie.

Below: A member renews their membership at
the COEA Drive Up Sign Up event in Rawlins.

Below: Thumbs up from Mariah Learned and
ACEA member, Paige Gustafson.

It is important to continue to work to build the capacity of
the Association in these times so that we have a strong
support system for our members and the students we
teach. These are trying times and will become trying
financially, which could mean cuts in [education] funding.
We need a strong, unified organization to help ensure
students get what they need.
— Carbon One Educators' Association Co-President Andrew Salzman
9
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UNDERSTANDING
FUNDING CRISIS
THE

FACING EDUCATION

By: Tate Mullen

The 2021 General Session will convene on January 12th. The
legislature will attempt to tackle the $1.5 billion biennium
revenue shortfall and the $500 million shortfall for education.
There has been widespread and very public recognition
amongst legislators and the Governor’s office that the state
can neither cut nor tax its way out of the current fiscal crisis.
Rather, a multifaceted approach will be needed to address
the massive revenue shortfalls facing Wyoming. So far,
Wyoming has seen a 10% budget cut that’s already devastated
essential services for vulnerable and at-risk populations of
our citizens. The Governor has called on school districts to
make voluntary cuts of 10% to district budgets as the state
braces for another 20% budget cut in the coming months.

diversification can prove
truly beneficial. This very
point was highlighted in
a 2016 report by Regional
Economic Models, Inc.
(REMI).
The
report
illustrates how attempts at
diversifying our economy
without first addressing the
regressive nature of the state’s
tax structure would only further Wyoming’s economic woes
as the services and infrastructure used by those new positions
would outpace any revenue generated by additional jobs.

Meanwhile, the legislature has taken no steps toward creating
new revenue to support Wyoming citizens’ essential services.

There are a variety of measures that the Legislative Service
Office noted could raise much-needed revenue. One
potential solution to our faulty tax structure is a state income
tax on those grossing over $200,000 per year. According to
a study conducted by Wyoming’s Legislative Service Office
(LSO), through a variety of tax increases, including a state
income tax, Wyoming could generate $272,800,000 in 2022,
$818,000,000 in 2023, and a staggering $836,300,000 in 2024.
If the state were to implement a corporate tax, this measure
could generate over $14 million per year starting in FY
2023. Other additional measures included the proposition
of an increase in the state’s already established sales and
use tax as well as a proposed increase to the fuel tax rate.
The proposed increase in sales and use tax at a median
rate estimated from surrounding states would generate
well over $200 million a year and the potential increase
in the fuel tax rate utilizing the same method would
generate over $40 million a year, both beginning in 2022.

Education has long been in the crosshairs. Given
the current fiscal crisis, it is only fair to assume that
education funding will once again be the target of
deep and long-lasting cuts in the upcoming session.
Over 80% of the budget for education in Wyoming is directly
allocated to districts for salaries. As personnel accounts for the
majority of the education budget, even a 10% cut to education
will have substantial impacts on the number of educators,
education support professionals, and administrators
employed in Wyoming. The Wyoming Education Association
has consistently advocated that these potential cuts be made
as far away from students as possible. If the state of Wyoming
is to continue to provide the high-quality education for
which it has been recognized, it is imperative that students
continue to be instructed by the high-quality educators
and support staff to whom they have become accustomed.
What Can be Done?
The state of Wyoming has long depended on its extraction
industries for substantial portions of the state revenue.
Long before the oil price wars and the COVID-19
pandemic, many have urged the state and its governing
officials to diversify the state’s economy, which would
have helped to insulate, to a degree, the state from
the level of economic turmoil we’re currently facing.
There are currently options available to the state legislature
and the Governor’s office that would help generate revenue
now and over the long haul. These increases in revenue
streams would allow the state to reevaluate its economic
priorities and to collaborate with various stakeholders—
including education and our state’s community colleges— to
develop and implement a plan for economic diversification.
First and foremost, the state would need to address and fix
its currently regressive tax structure. As it is, Wyoming’s tax
structure disproportionately impacts low-income and middleclass families. The lowest wage earners in the state, those
making less than $26,100 a year, pay the highest percentage
of state and local taxes, 9.6%, compared to those who make
over $207,400 a year and only pay 6.4% of state-local taxes.
The state must first remedy its regressive tax structure and
implement a progressive tax structure before economic

While adopting just one of these measures will not
cover the entire shortfall, anything could be a step
towards a comprehensive approach that will effectively
address the current fiscal crisis. However, the Interim
Revenue Committee has yet to move forward on any
revenue-generating bills, and the likelihood that
they will do so before the session seems very slim.
The inability of the Revenue Committee to generate any
revenue-generating bills carries with it the potential for
severe and dire consequences for Wyoming citizens.
Without generating new revenue, services across the state
will continue to be cut. The reduction in services will
have detrimental consequences for those individuals and
families most in need, namely the elderly, disabled, the
infirmed, veterans, and children. It is irresponsible of the
Revenue Committee to move forward into a general session
without generating any potential revenue bills. It’s true that
individual revenue bills may still be brought forward during
the legislative session. However, the informal leadership
process in place in the state legislature is that committee
bills are heard. In contrast, individual bills are the last
to be heard and, in some cases, never see the light of day.
Recalibration and the Campbell Cases: A New Hope
While the revenue committee has stalled, the impacts of
the Governor’s first round of cuts are beginning to be felt,
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and additional cuts are in the works. 2020 is the year for
recalibration. The study evaluates the education provided
to students, and determines how to best implement that
education in Wyoming. It also assigns a dollar amount
to the cost of providing education to Wyoming students.
Per our state constitution, a Recalibration Study must be
conducted every five years. This mandate was the product
of the Campbell cases which stated that education is a
fundamental right in Wyoming, a value that goes back to
the state’s territorial Governors. The work of recalibration
has already begun by Picus Odden & Associates, a firm
that has conducted several recalibration studies in the
past. Picus Odden & Associates examines educational best
practices, conducts multiple professional judgment panels,
and consults with educational stakeholders to determine
what type of education Wyoming students need to compete
in the job market of today and the future. Recalibration
is relevant to the discussion of education funding as it is
through this process that a determination is made whether or
not education in the state of Wyoming is adequately funded.
Once again, the Wyoming Supreme Court’s precedent in the
Campbell cases is of vital importance and will undoubtedly play
a substantial role in the discussions around education funding.
There are several components of these cases that are worth
highlighting:
Campbell I, 907 P.2d 1279 (1985):
...first design the best education system by identifying the “proper”
educational package each Wyoming student is entitled to have
whether she lives in Laramie or in Sundance.
The cost of that educational package must then be determined,
and the legislature must then take the necessary action to
fund that package. Because education is one of the state’s most
important functions, a lack of financial resources will not be
an acceptable reason for failure to provide the best educational
system.
All other financing considerations must yield until education is
funded.
Campbell (2008) at 539:
...this court, in Campbell held our constitution commands the
legislature ‘to provide and fund an education system which is of a
quality appropriate for the times,’ and that command goes
well beyond simply allowing the legislature to dispense a minimal
level of elementary and secondary education and then fund it as
best it can amidst other competing priorities.
Supporting an opportunity for a complete, proper and quality
education is the legislature’s paramount priority; competing
priorities not of constitutional magnitude are secondary and the
legislature may not yield to them.
Campbell (1995) at 1279:
aspects of quality education will include:
1.
Small schools, small class size, low student-teacher
ratios, textbooks, low student-personal computer ratios.
2.
Integrated, substantially uniform substantive
curriculum decided by the legislature through the State
superintendent of Public instruction with input from local school
boards.
3.
Ample appropriate provision for at-risk students, special
problem students, talented students.

Setting of meaningful standards for core content and knowledge
attainment intended to achieve the legislative goal of equipping all
students for entry into the University of Wyoming and Wyoming
Community colleges or which will achieve the other purposes
of education.
5.
Timely and meaningful assessment of all student’s
progress in core curriculum and core skills regardless of whether
those students intend to pursue college or vocational training.
In 2017, a recalibration study was shelved by the legislature.
The findings demonstrated that the evidence-based model
would cost tens of millions more than was currently
being allocated to education in the state of Wyoming.
These findings revealed that even in 2017, the legislature
was underfunding education in the state according to
the evidence-based model. While there have been slight
increases to education funding in the state of Wyoming over
the years, these increases have not kept up with the current
rate of inflation, only widening the gap between an adequate
level of education funding and actual funds for education.
Education: A Fundamental Value and the Future of Wyoming
Not only will the adversity inherent in the upcoming
general session test individual and institutional resolve,
but it will also put on full display the character of the
men and women who serve the citizens of Wyoming.
The values and character of our legislators and state
leadership must align with the fundamental principles and
values that shaped this great state. Education has always
been a fundamental Wyoming value. The prioritization
and continued investment in education yields returns
far higher than any other market fiduciary investment.
The education system in Wyoming is the “Best in the West,”
(see p. 24) and will produce the state’s next entrepreneurs,
political and community leaders, workers, and educators.
It can only do so if our leaders demonstrate the ability
to lead in adverse times, taking the delegate approach
to public service and leadership by moving the state
forward with the necessary policies, regardless of their
popularity—or lack thereof—in public sentiment.
This process will require patience and resolve, and at times
we may question how to move forward. These questions
are our second step in the right direction to resolving our
state’s crisis and saving education in the state of Wyoming;
the first being the acknowledgment and understanding that
we can no longer maintain a “business as usual” mentality,
relying on dying or volatile industries, and employing
taxation practices that burden those who cannot afford to pay.
The Wyoming Education Association will be working
diligently during the upcoming session to fight for educators
and students across the state. We will continue to keep
you informed on legislative happenings. WEA welcomes
the engagement of our membership around these vital
issues. It is only together that we can move forward.
Want to learn more about opportunities to get engaged in the
political process? From cyber-lobbying, to lending your story
to public awareness campaigns for education funding, or even
testifying before the legislature, there are so many ways to get
involved! Contact WEA Government Relations Director Tate
Mullen to learn more !
tmullen@wyoea.org (307)286-3096
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WYOMING
GET OUT
THE VOTE

NOV
3RD
2020
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it’s time to

Wyoming students are counting on you! Put your vote to good use.
Use the resources at wyoea.org to make a plan to cast your ballot.
Use the Wyoming Education Association Political Action Committee
for Education (WEA-PACE) candidate endorsements listed on p. 13 to
help guide your decision-making at the polls.
Wyoming Education will face threats this session. Budgetary shortfalls
threaten the high-quality education that’s become a signature of our
state. Don’t let quality education for Wyoming students become a
casualty of the crises facing our state. Visit wyoea.org for resources to
help you make a plan to cast your ballot on November 3rd. There you
will find more information on a “vote-tripling” effort that will help you
maximize your impact at the polls, a copy of WEA-PACE candidate
endorsements, detailed information on the fiscal problems threatening
education, and more.
Make a difference in November. Prepare to vote, today!

wyoea.org
10/9/20 11:11 AM

WEA-PACE CANDIDATES
2020 General Election

Endorsed Candidates
Name

Education-Friendly
Candidates

District Party

Bob

Nicholas

HD 8

R

Name

District Party

Landon J.

Brown

HD 9

R

Jim

Roscoe

HD 22

Indep.

Amy

Spieker

HD 11

D

Bill

Winney

HD 22

R

Lee

Filer

HD 12

D

Tom

Walters

HD 38

R

Cathy

Connolly

HD 13

D

Barry

Crago

HD 40

R

Trey

Sherwood

HD 14

D

Rebecca

Fields

HD 41

D

Jacquelin

Wells

HD 15

D

Bill

Henderson

HD 41

R

Mike

Yin

HD 16

D

Ed

Cooper

SD 20

R

Chad M.

Banks

HD 17

D

Theresa

Livingston

SD 20

D

Andy

Schwartz

HD 23

D

Sandy

Newsome

HD 24

R

Jamie

Flitner

HD 26

R

Levi J.

Shinkle

HD 28

D

Lynne

Huskinson

HD 32

D

Andi

Clifford

HD 33

D

Steve

Harshman

HD 37

R

Stan

Blake

HD 39

D

Dan

Zwonitzer

HD 43

R

Sara

Burlingame

HD 44

D

Karlee

Provenza

HD 45

D

Tim

Chesnut

HD 46

D

Kevin

Wilson

HD 54

D

Jane

Iﬂand

HD 57

D

Mike A.

Gilmore

HD 59

D

Lindsey
Britney
James
Jackie
Liisa
Fred

Travis
Wallesch
Byrd
Grimes
Anselmi-Dalton
Baldwin

HD 60
SD 6
SD 8
SD 10
SD 12
SD 14

D
D
D
D
D
R

Tim

Salazar

SD 26

R

Please use these Wyoming Education
Association Political Action Committee for
Education (WEA-PACE) endorsements to
guide your decision-making at the polls. To
learn more about voter registration, absentee
ballots, and more, please visit
www.wyoea.org.
Please consider making a donation to
WEA-PACE. No member dues are used to fund
candidate contributions. All funds come from
voluntary donations to WEA-PACE. Learn more
and donate at www.wyoea.org/wea-pace/.

General Election:
Tuesday, November 3, 2020
Polling place locator at sos.wyo.gov
District map at wyoleg.gov
Interested in supporting “get out the vote” activities
for endorsed candidates?
Contact WEA Government Relations Director, Tate
Mullen at tmullen@wyoea.org or (307)286-3096
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High
Stakes
for

Higher Education

The Funding Crisis Facing Wyoming Community Colleges
By: Amanda Turner

This August, Governor Gordon announced what is
anticipated to be the first in a series of three 10%
budget cuts, slashing $25.7 million from the Wyoming
Community College Commission (WCCC) general
fund. In July, Gordon warned state agencies to expect a
10% reduction in state funding to account for a
projected $1.5 billion shortfall over the next two years.
This first $25.7 million in cuts amounts to a 10%
reduction in state funding to each of Wyoming’s seven
community colleges. From vacant positions left
unfilled, to smaller employer contributions to health
insurance premium costs and employee retirement,
community colleges are suffering the crippling effects
of the financial shortfalls plaguing Wyoming.
Western Wyoming College cut ten vacant positions.
Effective January 1, 2021, annual employee stipends
intended to help cover the cost of health insurance
premiums will be reduced by $300. Employer
retirement contributions will be reduced by 2% per
year, and $200,000 budgeted for pay corrections, as
recommended by a market compensation study, will
be eliminated. “We already know that more cuts are
coming,” Education Association at Western Wyoming
Community College President, Angela Thatcher told
WEA News, “this is just the very first round.”
Eastern Wyoming College has also suffered the loss of
vacant positions and used reserve account funds to
cushion the financial blow of a 10% reduction. Moving
forward, the college’s Board of Trustees is considering
increasing the number of credit hours taught by
faculty without any additional compensation and
cutting early retirement benefits for employees.

“We were able to get to that first 10% without these
measures,” said Dr. Kate Steinbock, President of the
Eastern Wyoming College Education Association and
Higher Education Representative to the WEA Board,
“but, we have to generate revenue, we just have to.
We’ve relied for so long on the oil and gas industry to
pad our budget, and it’s just not going to happen
anymore. We can’t cut our way out of this budget
problem. If that’s the only answer we have, it really is
going to devastate education in Wyoming K-16.”
Having suffered discontinued programs and reduction
in force (RIF) measures, Northwest College is no
stranger to the adverse effects of budgetary constraints.
President of the Northwest College Education
Association, Dr. Jennifer Dare, emphasizes that
collaboration—both with administration and board
members and at a statewide level amongst legislators
—will play a key role in keeping cuts as far from
students as possible and preserving the integrity of
positions for staff and faculty. In September,
Northwest employees opposed proposed changes to
policies that would have negatively impacted the
college’s shared governance, potentially affecting the
school’s accreditation. The Board was receptive to
employees’ concerns and elected to vote down the
changes. “It’s beginning to be collaborative work,” said
Dr. Dare. “We have a Board of Trustees that is willing
to advocate for employees, the faculty and the staff,
and guard the backs of educators. The September
Board meeting showed that communication is
happening between Trustees and educators, and that is
going to solve a lot of problems.”
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With the first wave of 10% cuts complete, Wyoming’s
community colleges are hoping for a change, hoping
for—though it’s forecasted to be unlikely—salvation in
the form of an economic uptick, as they brace to make
yet another 10% in cuts next spring. A sociology
professor at Western, Angela Thatcher, says that
without intervention from the legislature in terms of a
reallocation of funds, or legislation to generate
additional revenue for the Wyoming Community
College Commission, the future for higher education
in the state is bleak. “As these cuts continue, there’s
going to be less opportunity at Western. There’s going
to be less opportunity for Western to fill the holes
being brought about by this economic downturn and
by the pandemic itself more generally,” she said. “As
the college is less suited to fill those needs, students are
going to go elsewhere, as will well-qualified
employees.”
Employees not subject to layoffs are still bearing the ill
effects of budgetary shortfalls. “All of the employees at
the community colleges are doing more work for less
money,” said Dr. Jennifer Dare. “To a certain extent,
we can put up with that because we love being
educators! But, loving it doesn’t pay the gas bill.”
“Change is coming,” said President of the Eastern
Wyoming Community College Education Association
Dr. Kate Steinbock, “there’s just no way around it.”
According to Dr. Steinbock, being an active member of
the Association could play an instrumental role in
shaping that change. “I want to encourage the
members at all of the community colleges to be
engaged and to be involved,” she said. “It’s important
now more than ever to be involved and to be a part of
helping to solve these issues. To protect the interests of
higher education and the great work that the
community colleges do in the state, it’s important to
get involved and to be as positive, innovative, and
creative as possible.”

President Hutcherson addresses the Western
Wyoming Community College Board of Trustees
via Zoom. September 10, 2020.

Masked mustangs at Western Wyoming College.
Photo printed with permission. Courtesy of
The Rocket Miner.

Angela Thatcher also points to the Association as a
powerful ally in shielding higher education members,
at least temporarily, from some of the most damaging
effects of Wyoming’s financial crisis. “We know we
would not be where we are without WEA. We know
that [the Board of Trustees] didn’t start listening to
staff input until WEA got involved. We would not be
where we are for the next year, for the next semester, if
not for the WEA.”
For the time being, the fire engulfing Wyoming’s
community colleges has slowed, going from a
conflagration to a slow burn. But, the institutions’
futures will rest in the Wyoming Legislature’s ability to
prioritize community colleges and to push past the
dogma of enacting revenue-generating legislation. “We
need help from the legislature,” said Dr. Jennifer Dare.
“We need higher education to be a priority. We need
our legislature to see higher education at the
community colleges as a long-term economic boon.
The colleges bring in money, but we can’t harness that
revenue stream without adequate funding.”
“If Wyoming is going to bounce back from not only the
pandemic, but changes in technology and energy,” said
Angela Thatcher, “we need to look at what other
possible sources of revenue are available to the state of
Wyoming and start enacting and creating policy that
will build and foster those alternative streams of
revenue.” Thatcher also believes that community
colleges play an essential role in the state's overall
economy by offering alternative degree pathways,
certificate programs, and career and technical
education. “Community colleges will play a critical role
in the years to come in how this state is going to
reinvent itself and bounce back from where we are
now,” said Thatcher. “So please: remember your
community colleges.”
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ADAPTING tothe COVID ERA
Step inside Monroe Elementary in
Green River, and you’ll realize:
things look very different than
they did before the school
building was forced to close as a
precaution against the spread of
COVID-19 in March. Facemasks,
plexiglass dividers, spaced out
desks, and staggered lunch
schedules are just the tip of the
iceberg in terms of change for
students and staff.
“There were a lot of questions
about exactly what it was going to
look like before school started,”
said Lisa Robison, President of the
Green
River
Education
Association (GREA). Robison
shared
that
her
acting
Superintendent formed both a
parents’ group and a teachers’
group to gather input and share
information
about
school
reopening plans in her district.
The GREA was also offered a seat
at the table, joining a committee of
other district and community
leaders involved in information
sharing and decision making. In
Lisa’s words, the transparency and
inclusion on the part of the district
“relieved stress and fears that were
going on with teachers and
support staff, and parents, too.”
A counselor at Monroe, Robison,
says that the key to adapting and
thriving in school in the COVID-19
era lies in not only physical
temperature checks but mental
ones as well. “As a counselor, I
help monitor the temperature—so
to speak—of the school. We work
together to make sure that we
don’t let anxiety take over. We all
do breathing exercises to help us
stay relaxed, because if you have
anxious teachers, then our kids are
going to feel that way, too.”
Travel about 300 miles north of
Monroe Elementary, and you’ll
find that on the far opposite side of
the state in Northwest Wyoming,
educators
at
students
and
Burlington Schools in Greybull
are facing many of the same
challenges.

“The administration in Burlington
has tried to be supportive of the
needs of students and staff during
this time,” Wendy Kuper told
WEA News. Kuper is a West
Bighorn
County
Education
Association member. She teaches
Language Arts to eighth and tenth
graders and teaches high school
yearbook in the school of about
220 students.
By nature of her age and
preexisting health conditions,
Kuper is at higher risk of suffering
severe complications from a
COVID-19 infection. For her,
adapting to successful schooling in
these complicated times has rested
heavily on taking precautionary
measures against the spread of the
virus. The school has a fogger to
sanitize areas each day, hand
sanitizer
at
each
building
entrance, cleaning supplies, face
masks, and shields. But Wendy
has taken it upon herself to
provide additional PPE and
protective measures in her
classroom.
“I deemed them necessary and did
not want to use our department
budget for them,” said Kuper. “I
know not all teachers can afford to
do this, and I am sure our school
would have helped as much as
possible if I had asked.” Kuper
provided
additional
eye
protection, lanyards to keep masks
close-at-hand,
sanitizers
and
cleaning supplies, and extra school
supplies to eliminate the need for
sharing. Her husband even built
custom, extended partitions out of
PVC pipe and clear shower
curtains.
“Do I feel safe in my school?”
Kuper considered, “Short of being
in a bubble, about as safe as I can
be. Could things be a little better?
Of course. This involves people
and students, and we never do
what needs to be done perfectly,
100% of the time.”

We work together to make
sure that we don't let
anxiety take over.

Wendy Kuper poses with a face
shield in her classroom.

From Green River to Greybull and
in the communities in between,
educators and students are finding
ways to adapt and continue with
their schooling and with their lives
through the COVID-19 pandemic.
Using physical defenses like PPE
and mental defenses against
anxiety and exhaustion, education
employees are working tirelessly
to defend the bodies and minds of
their students, colleagues, families,
and communities. Both the Green
River Education Association and
the West Big Horn County
Education
Association
commended their districts for
providing PPE and taking
measures to reduce the spread of
COVID-19 in schools.
Students and staff have adapted to
in-person instruction in the midst
of a pandemic. They’ve adapted to
the startling and ever-present
reality that our collective health
and safety relies on our collective
actions. As students and educators
have adapted, Wendy Kuper
hopes that everyone will adapt to
exercising commonsense public
health measures to stem the virus's
spread before it’s too late.
“Unfortunately, it won’t become
real for some until tragedy strikes
at the heart of our small
community,” said Kuper. “I pray
that never happens.”
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Stacia Cook with students from her class of
kindergartners. September 2020.

Reflecting With President Hutcherson:

Advocating for Educators Through the Pandemic
WEA News caught up with WEA President Grady Hutcherson to learn more about the Association’s
work through the COVID-19 pandemic and reflect on his first three months in office.
“I’m proud of all that WEA is doing to protect
students and education employees during the
COVID-19 pandemic,” President Hutcherson told
WEA News. “I’ve had members reaching out to me
to learn more about what WEA is doing in response
to COVID-19. Our response has been ongoing and
multifaceted, so it’s hard to recount everything we’ve
done,” he said. “Even as far back as March we’ve
been working to elevate public perception of
educators, working to protect positions threatened
by the economic instability exacerbated by COVID19, and—of course, our UniServ Directors and legal
counsel have been hard at work supporting locals in
protecting the rights and physical health and safety
of members and students in school buildings across
the state.”

President Hutcherson is quick to shift the limelight
away from himself. “I’m not really interested in
talking about me,” he said “I appreciate taking a
moment to reflect on what we’ve done so far so that
we learn from that and shift our focus to what’s next
for our members. I want to focus on finding our
thoughtful, intentional, measured next steps that we,
as an Association, can take to support our members
across the state. What can we be doing to keep
everyone safe? What can we be doing to help
everyone—students, members, legislators, and
communities—to navigate these difficult times?”

From socially-distanced back-to-school events to
opinion pieces supporting educators, interviews with
the press, COVID-19 resource and information
development, and more, it’s an understatement to
say that President Hutcherson has hit the ground
running in his first 90 days in office. “It’s been a
whirlwind for me,” he says, “after 24 years in the
classroom, this has been a big adjustment. But, he
wouldn’t trade it for the world. “I do miss my
students and colleagues in Torrington, but I feel very
fortunate to be able to support our members in this
new role.”

Learn more about resources available to WEA
members around COVID-19 at wyoea.org or
weacovidresources.com.
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President Hutcherson welcomes input and ideas
from members.
He can be reached at ghutcherson@wyoea.org
or (307) 532-1731.

Photo captions, clockwise from upper left corner:
WEA Executive Director Ron Sniffin, Douglas EA President Nikki
Lally, and WEA President Grady Hutcherson at a Douglas back-toschool event. SIEA President Mary Wolf in PPE. WEA Northwest
Region UniServ Director Elise Robillard at the 2020 Membership
Committee Meeting. Paraeducators at Ft. Washakie Elementary
School. President Hutcherson advocating for educators, speaking with
Wyoming News Now, via Zoom. Johnson County EA President Annie
Gripp meets with WEA Central/Northeast Region UniServ Director
Judy Trohkimoinen.
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The Importance of Local School
Board Elections
Who's running for the School Board? How will their ideas about policies impact education
employees? This local took the initiative to find out.

The Albany County Education Association
(ACEA) hosted a virtual candidates forum for
candidates running for the Albany County
School District #1 School Board. Held on Zoom
and live-streamed on Facebook, the event was
intended to help voters make informed
decisions at the polls and introduce candidates
to the ACEA. “We wanted to ensure that these
candidates understand the positive influence
ACEA has on students, staff, and our
community,” said ACEA Co-President Bryon
Lee. “Additionally, we wanted to educate our
members on the impacts these elected officials
will have on everything from staffing during
COVID-19 to foreseeable budget cuts.”

“We experience first-hand the importance of
not only education-friendly candidates but
educator-friendly candidates as we work to
create a positive environment for all
employees,” said Learned.
“These down-ballot races aren’t flashy,” said
Lee, “but they are extremely important in
shaping our communities through the
education they allow us to deliver, or not.”
Need inspiration for questions to pose to candidates
in your district? Looking to hold a similar event in
the future? Be sure to check out ACEA's Candidates
Forum, available to view on WEA's Facebook page.

“School board elections
are critical because they
shape the direction of
day to day operations
through policy creation
or changes, culture
within the district, and
health
and
safety
issues,” said Southeast
Region President and
ACEA
Co-President
Mariah Learned. “All of
the decisions made by
the board have a direct
impact on the quality of
education we are able to
provide to the children
in our community.”
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Name the beneficiary of your complimentary life insurance policy and explore members-only
discounts on shopping, travel, insurance, and more. Visit the NEA Member Benefits portal and
start making the most of your membership, today!
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Peace of Mind
with

Holiday
Savings

As you spend this holiday season celebrating with family and friends,
take a few minutes to give yourself a little something extra…peace of mind.
The NEA® Auto and Home Insurance Program provided by
California Casualty gives you protection, value and service with a
convenient holiday skip-payment option that’s perfect for this time of year.
Skip your payments in November & December or December & January.

GET YOUR QUOTE TODAY.

1.866.268.1754

And... for the opportunity to
provide you a no-obligation
quote, California Casualty
will give you a
$25 Amazon.com Gift Card
— when quoted before
December 31, 2020.

NEA® Auto and Home Insurance Program

in partnership with

WeProtectEducators.com/Skip
CA Lic#0041343 ©2020 CCMC Insurance not available in AK, HI, MA, MI, NY, WI. Coverages described are subject to availability and eligibility. Must pay one month premium (Oct. or Nov.) to get started. Gift card offer not available in AL, AR, FL, GA, LA, NC,
ND, MD, MS, SC, TN, TX, UT and WV. Amazon.com is not a sponsor of this promotion. Restrictions apply. See website for complete details. NEA, NEA Member Benefits and the NEA Member Benefits logo are registered marks of NEA’s Member Benefits.
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Local Uses Dues Dollars
to Provide Scholarships
The West Sheridan County Education
Association (WSCEA) uses local dues
dollars to provide scholarships for students
pursuing education degrees. Two $500
scholarships are offered each year. “We
believe that supporting students in
pursuing education degrees will pass on a
legacy to the students of tomorrow,” said
WSCEA President, Kristina Melin. “We
also hope that by supplying these
scholarships, we can build positive
connections & mentorship opportunities
for our former students as they begin their
teaching careers.”
“There are some really giving people in our
communities and our district,” said former
WSCEA president, Mike Daley.

“This is a great way to support the kids that
make all of our jobs what they are.” The
local estimates that, so far, 10-15 students
have benefitted from the scholarship since
Stacia Cookabout
with ten
students
its inception
yearsfrom
ago. her class of
kindergartners. September 2020.

When students enroll in college, they
provide WSCEA with their class schedule,
and WSCEA sends them the money to use
for books and other necessary school
supplies. “As an education association, the
local chapter feels strongly about fostering
the teaching occupation,” said Melin.
“However, we realize that it doesn’t matter
what path students take because, as
Malcolm X said, ‘education is the passport
to the future, for tomorrow belongs to
those who prepare for it today.’”

Professional Judgment Panels
WEA Members Consulted During Recalibration Study
This year, the State of Wyoming will be reviewing the findings of a Recalibration Study. The
Recalibration Study examines, in depth, the cost associated with providing a high-quality education for
Wyoming students. These findings then set the bar for education funding.
The last Recalibration Study was done in 2017. The Legislature was not beholden to increasing education
funding at that time, as the study suggested that education was being underfunded in the state, to the
tune of about $90 million per year. This year, the Recalibration Study findings could force the Legislature
to either allocate additional funds toward Wyoming education or be in direct contradiction to our state’s
constitution.
Because WEA is a leader in Wyoming Education, our members were provided the opportunity to serve
on Professional Judgment Panels for the firm contracted by the State to complete this Recalibration
Study, Picus Odden & Associates. Our members’ participation ensures that educator voice was included
in determining the true needs and costs of education.
WEA Vice President Kim Amen is one of several WEA members to serve on a Professional Judgment
Panel. “I think the fact that Picus Odden & Associates reached out to WEA to give members the chance to
participate in these panels says just how much they value our leadership in the state,” said Amen. “This
means our members get a seat at the table. It means that our members’ voices are being heard. Our
continued leadership in the state is imperative. Especially as we head into a year of looming budget cuts,
it is our respected leadership that will help ensure that our voices continue to be heard and that our state
budget is not balanced on the backs of Wyoming’s students and staff.”
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2021

WYOMING

TEACHER

OF THE YEAR

CONGRATULATIONS TO WEA MEMBER ALEXIS BARNEY ON WINNING THE
2021 WYOMING TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD! ALEXIS TEACHES FOURTH
AND FIFTH GRADE AT EVANSVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN CASPER. WEA
NEWS HAD THE CHANCE TO SIT DOWN WITH BARNEY TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT HER TEACHING PHILOSOPHY, HOW SHE IS CARING FOR STUDENTS’
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL WELLBEING THROUGH THE PANDEMIC, AND HER
APPROACH TO BRINGING MAGIC INTO THE CLASSROOM.
“I feel so humbled and honored,” Barney told WEA
News. “This is something that I definitely don’t take
lightly. It’s a privilege to represent Wyoming
Education.” Natrona County EA President and NEA
Director, Dirk Andrews taught at Evansville
Elementary with Barney. He encouraged her to
apply for the award. “Alexis is an absolute rock star,”
said Andrews. She really excels at engaging her
students and building relationships and making
learning fun for students.
“Learning shouldn’t be a mundane routine, but
rather it should be an exciting experience that gets
students out of their seats, talking, creating, sharing,
celebrating, and applying,” said Barney. She shared
with WEA News that excitement and educator
engagement are essential to students’ best learning
experience. “This involves the educators actually
being excited about what they are teaching! If we
aren’t, how can we expect the students to be?
Educators must look for ways, however big or small,
to bring fun, magical experiences to the classroom.”
In times that are far from ordinary, educators are
going to their greatest lengths to be extraordinary.
“Social-emotional learning is paramount. As
educators, we need to help our students learn to
problem solve, build resiliency, and learn to cope
when they are faced with challenges,” said Barney.

As educators, we all have different talents and
strengths that can be shared in collaboration to
leverage our collective strength. By doing this, we
can enhance the craft of best teaching practices
and, more importantly, show our students the value
of community and teamwork on a larger scale.

“At this point, students will not be able or willing to
learn academic skills until their emotional needs are
met. It is imperative that educators take the time to
build positive and trusting relationships with their
students, dedicate time to weekly conversations,
scenarios, role-playing, and mindfulness activities
that assist in building emotional skills, and
understand that this will be an ongoing
conversation that will require repetition, patience,
and empathy. After all, we are all in this together,
and we are stronger together.”
Alexis hopes that, above all else, students leave her
classroom knowing one thing: “When any student
enters my classroom, I work to ensure that they
know they are valued,” said Barney. “Further,
working at a Title 1 school, I love offering them a
safe and loving environment where they recognize
their value, voice, and the strong impact that they
can have, no matter their background or abilities.”
Barney told WEA News that she holds her students
to high expectations, both in learning and life. “I
work very hard to build positive relationships with
each student to build mutual respect within the
classroom, both teacher to student and student to
student,” she said. “When the students know that
they are respected and cared about as people, they
will be more apt to give respect and show kindness
to others. I take a very proactive approach in
holding them to high expectations of behavior and
decorum. I love inspiring my students to recognize
their uniqueness and to hold themselves to high
expectations for their own lives.”

— Alexis Barney, 2021 WY Teacher of the Year
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WEA Vice President Kim Amen awarded the 2021 California
Casualty Award forTeaching Excellence!
A third grade teacher at Pioneer Park Elementary School in Cheyenne, Amen, is one of 46 public
school educators who will receive the prestigious California Casualty Award for Teaching
Excellence at the NEA Foundation’s Salute to Excellence in Education Gala next February.
The California Casualty Awards for Teaching Excellence awardees are nominated for their
dedication to the profession, community engagement, professional development, attention to
diversity, and advocacy for fellow educators. “I am honored to receive this award. There are many
amazing educators who are very deserving of this award, and I am humbled to be counted among
them,” Amen told WEA News.
“Kim is an obvious choice to win this award because of her dedication and excellence in teaching,”
said WEA President Grady Hutcherson. “She embraces and shares a commitment to diversity and a
global perspective with the students in her classroom. She is a passionate educator, and her
advocacy for the profession is longstanding and commendable.”
Of the 46 state awardees nominated by their National Education Association state affiliate, five
finalists will be announced this fall and will receive a $10,000 award. The educators selected for the
top award will be revealed at the gala and will receive $25,000. Because of COVID-19, the gala will
be held virtually this year and live-streamed on Friday, February 12, 2021 at neafoundation.org.

You make Wyoming public education strong.
Honor outstanding educators, you know.
Submit your story to Ignite Wyoming and you or your
colleagues could be featured in a media campaign supporting
public education.

Learn more about Ignite Wyoming and submit your story at

ignitewy.org
Ignite Wyoming is a public education support campaign designed to
raise awareness and appreciation for the good work that goes on in
Wyoming public schools.
“Ignite Wyoming” is a public education support campaign based on two defining principles: First, today’s students are Wyoming’s greatest
natural resource. They represent the promise of the future of our state. Secondly, Wyoming’s Constitution makes a promise to our students of
a world-class education. The campaign aims to create a groundswell of public support for K-12 education, allowing Wyoming school districts
to focus on improving education and lifting student achievement and increasing graduation rates.
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From political action to growing the Association, WEA is hard at work for you! This year's Membership
Committee meeting and coordinated efforts from Candidate Interview Teams across the state are just a
few examples of the good work being done by dedicated members to strengthen the Association and to
ensure that high-quality, equitable education for Wyoming students is being protected in the
classroom and the Capitol!
Before the 2020-2021 school year began, the Membership
Committee held a hybrid virtual and in-person meeting at
Little America Hotel & Resort in Cheyenne. The
Membership Committee met over two days to learn about
the many different resources and opportunities available
through WEA and NEA. The meeting culminated in regional
teams creating detailed, targeted membership plans.
Want to learn more about how you can support your
region's plan for membership growth? Reach out to
your regional UniServ Director to learn more!

The Northwest region works on their
membership plan. August 7, 2020.

In-person attendees socially distance as they strategize
Association growth through the 2020-2021 school year at
Little America Hotel & Resort in Cheyenne. August 7, 2020.

CANDIDATE

INTERVIEW TEAMS

Every election year, WEA members work in concert with Government
Relations and WEA UniServ Directors to interview candidates on key issues
around education. These Candidate Interview Teams (CITs) serve to vet
candidates and direct the Wyoming Education Association Political Action
Committee for Education (WEA-PACE) candidate endorsements. These
endorsements are intended to guide voters in making Education-friendly
decisions at the polls.
The CIT process is one of the most important things that we do as WEA.
Our decision-makers in Cheyenne determine what happens in our schools
and worksites every single day, so it’s important that we have legislators
who understand education and what their decisions mean to us. CIT is a
chance for our members to talk to their legislative candidates to
determine whether or not they’re education-friendly and to make a
recommendation of whether or not to endorse them. This isn’t done from
the top-down, it’s done from the bottom and goes up to the state level.
Our members’ voices count!
— Central/Northeast Region UniServ Director, Judy Trohkimoinen
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Education Week's 2020 Quality Counts report card ranks Wyoming fifth nationally in education quality.
Education Week's 24th annual report card, Quality
Counts 2020, ranks Wyoming fifth nationally in
education quality. This rating raises Wyoming from
being ranked seventh in 2018, and sixth in 2019. Again,
this year, Wyoming scored the highest among western
states and first in the nation in school finance.
"From our biggest city to our smallest town, all
Wyoming students benefit from a high-quality
education," said WEA President Grady Hutcherson.
"When we see results like this in terms of Wyoming
outperforming our Mountain West neighbors and
much of the nation, it reaffirms that we must continue
to invest in our students and future."

Taken from the Quality Counts 2020 Report:
This year, Wyoming finishes first among the 50 states
and the District of Columbia, with an overall score of
92.4 out of 100 points and a grade of A-minus. The
nation as a whole posts a grade of C. The school
finance analysis examines two critical aspects of
school spending. Of the eight indicators in this
category, four assess school spending patterns, while
the remaining metrics gauge equity in the distribution
of funding across the districts within each state.
For a grading summary and more details,
explore the Quality Counts report at
bit.ly/qcwyoming2020

Supporting
#WyomingTogether

Together, we are stronger.
We salute our educators who make a
difference in shaping the future of Wyoming.

Wyoming
Educators’
Benefit Trust

WEBT

Contact: Willis Towers Watson, Consultant | 800-640-4459
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YOU DESERVE MORE
Like a car with A/C that you
didn’t inherit from your aunt

SCAN & GO

You deserve savings on coverage for a new ride. Before you head out to a dealership, reroute to
savings at NEA Member Benefits. It’s the first stop for educators to get insurance discounts, tips
to buy and sell a car, and more. In other words, members can find auto-related savings at every turn.

Find the resources you deserve at neamb.com/your-car

 800-637-4636

BT
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YOUR CAR
CO570920
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Retired
Vicki Swenson
President WEA-R
vicki.swenson@yahoo.com

Fall Greetings WEA,

As always, WEA-Retired thanks each of our active
staff for all you do every day for your students and
Wyoming education. Our gratitude is even deeper,
considering the COVID-19 situation and protocols
with which you are working. Please stay safe.
The $1.5 billion budget deficit Wyoming is facing
has been brewing for decades. Economists and
regular citizens have been warning we were headed
down a dangerous road by relying on the energy
industry to carry the state fiscally. “Diversification!”
has been the cry of many. A study commissioned by
the Wyoming Legislature in 2016 found that
diversification was not the answer: Wyoming’s tax
structure is both regressive and ineffective. The
study shows that Wyoming has no choice but to
address Wyoming’s faulty tax structure. If we do
not, economic diversification would do more harm
than good. Additionally, it should be clear that
Wyoming cannot cut its way out of this crisis. The
reality is that we must find new revenue streams. All
options must be given true consideration if we are to
address the grave revenue issues facing Wyoming
and her citizens. We must start now with this
election.
A strong 2020 voter turnout is essential. We need
elected officials who will address our budget woes
and other issues. We must move away from the
negative rhetoric we see across Wyoming. We must
elect officials who offer solution-oriented, informed
discourse and action. We must VOTE, and we must
reach out to those who are disillusioned or
apathetic.

“The only limit to our
realization of tomorrow will be
our doubts of today.”
— Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Sadly, even many of our colleagues do not vote or
are not informed voters. Please talk to at least one
other person who may not vote and help and
encourage them to bring their voice to the ballot
box. Please do what you can to put community and
education-oriented elected officials in office.

“We in America do not have a government
by the majority. We have a government by
the majority of people who vote.”
—Thomas Jefferson

In this budget crisis, retired and current public
service employees wonder, “Is my pension safe?”
Yes, it is. The Wyoming Retirement System (WRS)
is healthy and well-managed. A WRS official told
me, “our investment professionals are experts
skilled in finding the small winds of investment
gains that make up the large winds” of the WRS’
investment income. Please visit wrs.gov to view the
WRS “2020 Summary Report”. This twelve-page
report is easy to read and packed full of interesting
and reassuring information. Page 8 shows that 70%
of benefits paid come from investment returns. On
page 4, you will find that Wyoming has the lowest
management costs in the nation at 2%. Page 3 gives
us a window into who our WRS retired brothers and
sisters are vocationally.
Many people wonder if retirees are greedy to ask for
a benefits increase during this budget crisis. First,
the WRS corpus is separate from the state’s general
budget. Second, not only will retirees benefit from
some type of benefits increase, but so will businesses
and services in our communities. The National
Institute on Retirement Security reports that, in
Wyoming, for every dollar WRS Retirees receive in
benefits, $1.22 is returned to their communities.
Third, it is time. There has been no WRS benefits
increase since 2012. Current law states that the WRS
must be fully funded before a COLA is granted. This
will not happen for 30 years. I firmly believe if we
do not move off this “no increase till the system is
100% funded” attitude, that decree will become
entrenched in the minds of not only the legislators
and general citizenry but also with current and
future WRS beneficiaries. Please stay tuned as the
WEA and WEA-R and other members of the
Wyoming Coalition for a Healthy Retirement
formulate our plan for the upcoming legislative
session. We will need everyone’s help to bring a
WRS benefits increase to fruition.

In Appreciation,

Vicki Swenson
President WEA-R
vicki.swenson@yahoo.com
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Education support professionals are Vulnerable to Education Funding Cuts
jcatfitz@msn.com
(307) 286-4503

To say that educators and students across the
country have had a stressful start to the year is an
understatement. Everyone I visit with is feeling
excited that we are back in school with students,
yet nervous about what the future will hold.
Educators are also nervous thinking about
Wyoming's budget problems. Governor Gordon
has cut funding from many necessary and
valuable programs that directly benefit the people
of our state and has asked all school districts to
voluntarily cut ten percent from their budgets.
Education Support Professionals are particularly
vulnerable because of these cuts. Education
Support Professionals (ESP) play an essential role
in ensuring that students receive the help,
support, and care they need. Many people in the
community and even in the Wyoming Legislature
think that an ESP is limited to being an aide, that
makes copies and does recess duty. And while
ESP do these things, they also do so much more.
ESP are bus drivers making sure students arrive at
school and get home safely, and we are custodians
working to keep all facilities clean and welcoming.
We are food service workers who make sure
students are fed, even when schools are closed.
ESP work in special education, helping teachers
educate students with various disabilities,
sometimes very severe. We help teach computer
science skills, and we work in libraries, offices,
and so much more. Universally and most
importantly, as ESP, we all work to make
connections with young people.
ESP are not highly-paid staff, but if you ask us
why we do what we do, overwhelmingly, you will
hear it is because we love working with our
students.
Wyoming school districts employ approximately
8,000 ESP. With Governor Gordon's request that
districts cut budgets, ESP are starting to think
about how vulnerable we are to potentially losing
the jobs that we love. ESP do not have continuing
contract status, we are not tenured, and most do
not work under a negotiated agreement. Our
positions are fragile.

I fear that laying off ESP staff will be viewed by
leadership as a way to achieve that ten percent cut
to budgets. I have no doubt that some members
of the legislature don't see this as a problem,
falsely reasoning that because schools have
certified teachers, support staff are unnecessary.
Teachers are working hard and doing all they can
to educate students, they need and deserve
support, and ESP provide that.
ESP also contribute to the success of our
communities. We purchase groceries, go to
movies, and support fundraisers. Our salaries are
spent in our communities, and they serve to
benefit Mainstreet businesses like barbers,
restaurants, and more.
If even a percentage of Wyoming ESP lose our
positions, it will be yet another blow to
Wyoming's battered economy. I urge Governor
Gordon and our legislators to realize the
importance of funding education in Wyoming.
ESP are flexible and eager to help wherever we
are needed. ESP give so much and often get very
little in return. We are counting on Wyoming's
leadership to be flexible and think outside of the
box to keep our positions safe and allow us to
continue helping students in Wyoming succeed.
Please, use your vote to help protect ESP.
Reference the Wyoming Education for Political
Action Committee for Education (WEA-PACE)
candidate endorsements to identify the legislators
that will fight for adequate funding for Wyoming
Education. Visit the ballot box understanding the
impact that your vote can have on the next
legislative session, and on the future of education
in our state. If you have questions about voting to
protect ESP or ways to support the candidates
supporting Education, please feel free to reach out
to me or to WEA Government Relations Director,
Tate Mullen at tmullen@wyoea.org or
(307) 286-3096.
Take Care,

Christine Fitzgerald
ESP Representative to the WEA Board of Directors
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Stacia Cook - VFW Elementary Teacher of the Year
WEA News caught up with Stacia Cook, Veteran's of
Foreign Wars (VFW) Department of Wyoming's
Elementary Teacher of the Year Award recipient.
Now a kindergarten teacher in Guernsey, Stacia has
been teaching for 23 years. Learn more about Stacia's
teaching style, her inspiration, and more in this WEA
Q&A.
1) What does it feel like to be
named VFW Teacher of the Year?
I feel so blessed to know that the
local VFW felt I was worthy of this
award and to Greta Ayers, my coworker, for nominating me. I love
working with our local VFW and
my Kindergarten students to help
them learn about citizenship.
2) Why is it important for your
students to be learning about civic
engagement?
I believe that all students need to
have an understanding of our
country, our flag, and our veterans
and how those all contributed to
our country being what it is today.
At a young age, I was taught to
respect my elders, most of whom
were veterans, and respect the flag.
Students need to be taught the
importance of respect. It’s not about
whether we all agree; it’s about
having the right to disagree. Every
day, I teach my students that they
don’t “all have to get along,” but we
have to respect one another for
what we think and believe.
3) Do you incorporate real-world
or current events into your
curriculum?
We are very fortunate to have the
local VFW want to be a part of
teaching Civic responsibility to our
young students. Since I began
teaching
at
Guernsey-Sunrise
Elementary, in Guernsey, in 2014,
the VFW has been an active part of
the Kindergarten curriculum in
citizenship education.
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Stacia Cook with students from her class of
kindergartners. September 2020.
They come into our classroom and
talk about our flag, our country, and
our veterans.
Every year, we
participate in the Veteran’s Day
program, leading the Pledge of
Allegiance for all spectators.
This year we will be doing many
different kinds of voting within our
classroom and will hopefully be
allowed to visit the polling area,
which takes place in our school. I
want students to see that they can
have and be a part of different
things within our community as
they get older.
4) What’s unique or different
about your teaching style?
I am the first to dish out hugs every
day (with my mask on)! I want
students to be self-assured, selfsufficient within our classroom and
school, held accountable, and truly
believe in the “Power of Yet”! I can
be completely serious with our
learning, yet turn on a dime and
become completely silly. I am that
teacher who cares too much, allows
students to fill her heart every year
completely, and still somehow has
infinite room for my new students
each year.

5) What words of wisdom would
you share with colleagues working
to become exceptional educators?
I would tell other educators to
remember that we never know what
kids bring to the table every day.
We have to give them what they
need at the time to help them be
successful. Sometimes it’s a hug or
a positive word. Other times it may
be a second breakfast, not asking
why they are still hungry. Making
sure all parts of a student’s
wellbeing are taken care of should
be our overall goal.
6) What inspired you to become a
teacher?
A woman named Jo Davis, she came
into my life when I was about 3. She
was my sister’s Kindergarten
teacher. She then became mine.
Mrs. Davis had the most infectious
smile and laugh. She wore high
heels every day, had rosy cheeks,
and made us laugh. Mrs. Davis was
fun, yet made us work every day. I
loved going to school and loved
learning. I don’t remember a day
when I didn’t like going to
Kindergarten. She had a positive
influence on me from the day I
walked into her classroom. Mrs.
Davis is the one teacher I will never
forget. I appreciate that she took
the time to get to know each of us,
followed all of us throughout our
years in school, and continued to
through some of our college years.
She was the teacher I always
wanted to be! I just hope I am
filling even a part of her shoes!
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Online

New, lower rate for online graduate courses

Four Times
to Enroll
Oct. 7: Second seven-week
session begins
Jan. 11: 16-week session begins
Jan. 11: First eight-week
session begins
March 15: Second eight-week
session begins

“I most appreciated the experiences
my CSC professors shared
about their K-12 public school
administration days as well as
the experience my college peers
shared. This collaboration created
professional bonds that still last
today, almost 20 years later.”
Jerry Mack
Chadron High School Principal

Educators
pay $359 per
credit hour for
the 2020-21
academic year

Apply Now at csc.edu/online
1-800-CHADRON | 1000 Main Street | Chadron, Nebraska

Chadron State College is an equal opportunity institution. CSC does not discriminate against any student, employee or applicant on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, religion, or age
in employment and education opportunities, including but not limited to admission decisions. Inquiries regarding non-discrimination policies and practices may be directed to: Anne DeMersseman, Compliance Coordinator, Chadron State
College, 1000 Main St., Chadron, NE 69337, Telephone: 308-432-6224, Email: ademersseman@csc.edu.
CSC has also designated an individual to coordinate the college’s efforts to comply with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. Inquiries regarding Title IX may be directed to: Ted Tewahade, Title IX Coordinator, Chadron State College,
1000 Main St. Chadron, NE 69337, Telephone: 308-430-0980, Email: titleixcoordinator@csc.edu.
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SCHOOLING
SMALL-TOWN

WYOMING
By Amanda Turner
Under big skies, with sweeping prairies
and a population of 50, the ranching
community of Crowheart, Wyoming, is
the embodiment of the American West.
It’s the kind of place with the rugged,
rural beauty that makes us all proud to
call
Wyoming
home.
Crowheart
Elementary School currently serves six
students, ranging from Pre-K to third
grade.

Sheryl says, not only are rural schools
like Crowheart essential to students
for geographical reasons, but they also
provide a unique learning experience
for students. “The multi-age setting is
way different than a traditional setting,”
she said. “Our lessons are so integrated,
and we get very deep; we’re not just
covering the standards—we’re diving
into them.”

Rural schools like Crowheart have come
under fire in recent years, as some
lawmakers advocate the closure of smalltown Wyoming schools as a means of
reducing education spending. Four
Natrona
County
schools
closed
permanently in 2018. With our state now
plagued by massive budgetary shortfalls,
it stands to reason that rural schools will
be vulnerable, as lawmakers continue to
argue that funding cuts can solve
Wyoming’s education budget crisis.

Sheryl hopes to retire in 2022. She hopes
that Crowheart Elementary will continue
to be afforded the opportunity to serve
students and families in her rural
community long after her retirement.
She hopes that her school will remain a
staple of Crowheart, without coming
under fire because the state is facing
financial woes.

Sheryl Epp is the only teacher at
Crowheart Elementary. Having taught
for 31 years, first in Dubois and Green
River, Sheryl has now been at Crowheart
for ten years.
“Our school is a staple of our
community,” Sheryl told WEA News.
Without Crowheart, students would be
forced to bus upwards of an hour each
way to school. “Kids need to be spending
their time learning, and then at home
playing and spending quality time with
their families,” said Epp, “not sitting on a
bus.”

“If a student starts in preschool here, I
have that student for five years, and it
becomes a family-like experience. I teach
siblings in the same class at the same
time,” said Epp. “Many Wyoming towns
are small, and each of them is unique.
Rural schools are the best way to serve
the needs of students and families in our
rural communities. We should be proud
of our rural schools, and we should do
everything in our power to preserve
them.”
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Caption:
Top & bottom: Crowheart Elementary School.
Middle: Sheryl Epp working in her classroom.
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GET TWO FREE
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Thank you for being an NEA Member!
NEA Member Benefits is offering our
members two FREE subscriptions from
the NEA Magazine Service.
Select from popular titles including:
AMERICAN ROAD
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ARCHAEOLOGY
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Thank You

These are complicated and scary times. Through it all, you have continued to
serve your students with the kind of adaptability, grace under pressure, and
can-do attitude known only by education employees. For your perseverance,
your bravery, and your selflessness: thank you.
You are a rock. You are an inspiration. You are an everyday hero, and your
heroism is making the world a better place for Wyoming students.
You are the WEA.
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